Functional characterization of the decoy peptide, [R10P]IFLKRMPSI[19P].
Decoy peptide (R10PIFLKRMPSI19P) showed its beneficial role in ameliorating the end-stage organ damage related disorders. Subsequently, in vivo and in vitro studies have been carried out to verify its effectiveness in several models using different experimental approaches. These studies with decoy peptide including the "handle" sequence have focused on the association of the (pro)renin receptor and prorenin in the pathogenesis of diabetes and hypertension. However, the function of (pro)renin receptor might be more complex than it was anticipated as it is not only distributed intracellularly and appeared on the cell membrane but also found in plasma. The decoy resembling the N-terminal sequence of prorenin has been useful in determining the structure-function relationship of prorenin and (P)RR. Therefore, this review tries to shed light on the use of decoy peptide in elucidating the functional properties of both prorenin and (pro)renin receptor by pointing out recent studies.